Abstract. We study the relative equilibria of the limit case of the planar Newtonian 4-body problem when three masses tend to zero, the so-called (1+3)-body problem. Depending on the values of the infinitesimal masses the number of relative equilibria varies from ten to fourteen. Always six of these relative equilibria are convex and the others are concave. Each convex relative equilibrium of the (1+3)-body problem can be continued to a unique family of relative equilibria of the general 4-body problem when three of the masses are sufficiently small and every convex relative equilibrium for these masses belongs to one of these six families. 
1. Introduction. A configuration of the N -body problem is central if the acceleration vector for each body is a common scalar multiple of its position vector (with respect to the center of mass). The planar central configurations are often called relative equilibria, that is, solutions of the N -body problem that remain fixed in a rotating frame.
The planar central configurations of the N -body problem are completely known only for N = 2, 3. Counting up to rotations and translations in the plane, there is a unique class of central configurations when N = 2, and there are exactly five classes of central configurations for each choice of three positive masses when N = 3, the two classes of equilateral triangle central configurations found in 1772 by Lagrange [22] and the three classes of collinear central configurations found in 1767 by Euler [16] .
On the number of classes of central configurations of the N -body problem when N > 3 there are only partial results. Thus there are exactly N !/2 classes of collinear central configurations for a given set of N positive masses; see Moulton [32] . Using Morse theory Palmore obtained a lower bound of the number of central configurations under a nondegeneracy assumption [33] . For N = 4, there are 12 collinear central configurations, and Palmore's lower bound is 34.
A numerical study for the number of central configurations for N = 4 and arbitrary masses was done by Simó in [39] . In a computer assisted proof Hampton and Moeckel [21] proved the finiteness of the number of central configurations for N = 4 and any choice of the masses. This result was obtained analytically by Albouy and Kaloshin [5] , who also extended this result to N = 5 for almost all choice of the masses. The question about the finiteness of the number of classes of central configurations remains open for N > 5.
Some partial results on the central configurations of the 4-body problem are the following ones. Assuming that every central configuration of the 4-body problem has an axis of symmetry when the four masses are equal, Llibre in [26] computed the planar central configurations of this 4-body problem by studying the intersection points of two planar curves. Later, Albouy in [1, 2] provided a complete analytic proof of the central configurations of the 4-body problem with equal masses.
Bernat, Llibre, and Pérez-Chavela in [10] characterized the kite planar noncollinear classes of central configurations having some symmetry for the 4-body problem with three equal masses; see also Leandro [23] . The characterization of the convex central configurations with an axis of symmetry and the concave central configurations of the 4-body problem when the masses satisfy that m 1 = m 2 ̸ = m 3 = m 4 is done inÁlvarez and Llibre [6] . Results on the co-circular 4-body problem can be found in [14] .
MacMillan and Bartky in [27] proved that for any four positive masses and any assigned order, there is a convex planar central configuration of the 4-body problem with that order. (See Xia [42] for a simpler proof.) Albouy, Fu, and Sun [3] (see also [27, 35] ) stated the conjecture that there is a unique convex planar central configuration of the 4-body problem for each ordering of the masses in the boundary of its convex hull.
A number of works have considered special cases of the 4-body problem where one or more of the masses is infinitesimal. The case of 3 equal large masses and 1 infinitesimal mass was studied by Lindow [24, 25] . Pedersen made a thorough numerical study of the generalization to 3 unequal large masses. He found that when the 3 large masses form a Lagrangian equilateral triangle, there can be 8, 9, or 10 relative equilibrium positions for the small mass, depending on the values of the large masses [34] . In the two-dimensional normalized mass space, there is a bifurcation curve separating the masses with 8 and 10 relative equilibria. This was confirmed by work of Gannaway [19] and Arenstorf [7] . A rigorous computer-assisted study of the bifurcations is due to Barros and Leandro [8, 9] . A similar bifurcation curve appears in the present work.
In [41] Xia studied the number of central configurations of the N -body problem when there are 2 or 3 large masses and each of the remaining masses is sufficiently small compared to the previous one. When N = 4 this gave new results on the (2 + 2)-body problem of 2 large and 2 small masses when the 2 small masses satisfy m 3 >> m 4 . The central configurations of the (2 + 2)-body problem when m 1 = m 2 and m 3 = m 4 but these last 2 masses are infinitesimal are characterized in Corbera and Llibre [13] .
The central configurations in the case of one large mass and n infinitesimal arbitrary masses goes back to Maxwell [28] , who studied a regular polygonal ring of small, equal masses around a large central mass as a model for one of the rings of Saturn. Hall initiated the study of more general central configurations of the (1 + n)-body problem [20] . He proved that if the n small masses are equal and if n ≥ e 27,000 , then there is a unique class of central configurations, the regular (1 + n)-gon of Maxwell. Casasayas, Llibre, and Nunes in [11] obtained the same result under the assumption that n ≥ e 73 . Moeckel [29] studied the linear stability of the central configurations of this problem; see also Roberts [37] and Scheeres and Vinh [38] . A paper of Renner and Sicardy studies the question of which (1 + 3)-body configurations which admit positive masses and which are linearly stable [36] . A recent paper by Verrier and McInnes studies the Lyapunov orbits near the relative equilibrium motions for the case of equal small masses [40] .
Bifurcations of the central configurations of the (1 + 3)-body problem when two of the infinitesimal masses are equal has been studied by Corbera et al. in [12] . The goal of this paper is to generalize these results to the case when the three infinitesimal masses are not necessarily equal. In particular, we will characterize the relative equilibria of the planar Newtonian 4-body problem with three infinitesimal masses and study the bifurcations as the mass ratios of the small masses vary. We will also settle the convexity conjecture, that the 4-body problem has exactly one convex relative equilibrium for each cyclic ordering of the masses, in the particular case that three of the masses are sufficiently small. Most of our work is based on exact symbolic computations, and we aim for a rigorous description of the bifurcations in both the configuration space and the mass space.
2. The planar (1 + n)-body problem. Consider the planar (n + 1)-body problem with masses m i > 0, i = 0, . . . , n. If x i ∈ R 2 are the positions of the bodies, then x = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) will be called the configuration vector. Newton's laws for motion can be written as
where M = diag(m 0 , m 0 , m 1 , m 1 , . . . , m n , m n ) is the 2(n + 1) × 2(n + 1) mass matrix and
is the Newtonian potential. A relative equilibrium is a configuration which becomes an equilibrium in a uniformly rotating coordinate system. If we assume that the rotation has angular speed 1, then x is a relative equilibrium if and only if
Relative equilibria, normalized in this way, are exactly the critical points of the function
where
is the moment of inertia with respect to the origin. Also, any configuration satisfying (1) has center of mass at the origin:
Hall studied the limiting case when all but one of the masses tend to zero [20] . Suppose m 0 = 1 and m i = εµ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where the µ i are fixed constants and ε > 0 is a small parameter. We are interested in the limit configurations x ε →x where ε runs through a sequence ε k → 0. Such a limit configurationx will be called a relative equilibrium of the (1 + n)-body problem. In general, it is possible that several of the small masses coalesce in the limit, but it will assumed here thatx i ̸ =x j for i ̸ = j.
Using a slightly different normalization, Hall derived several remarkable properties ofx. Here we describe the analogous results for our normalization. First consider any sequence x ε as above, convergent or not. Then it is not hard to see that all of the norms |x ε i |, i = 0, . . . , n, remain bounded [31] . So there is a convergent subsequence, and we may as well assume that the limitx exists. The center of mass equation
implies thatx 0 = 0; i.e., the large mass converges to the origin. To derive the other properties ofx it is convenient to introduce new coordinates y 0 ∈ R 2 , r i > 0, θ i ∈ R by setting
The function G(x) from (2) becomes
In the new coordinates, the relative equilibria x ε are represented by solutions of the system of equations
These equations depend smoothly on all variables on the open set where all r ij ̸ = 0. Since the variables are bounded and since we are assuming that the limiting positions are distinct, it follows that the limit configurationx is represented by a solution of the corresponding equations with ε = 0. When ε = 0 we have
i ) = 0, so r i = 1. In other words, for the limiting configuration, all of the small bodies are on the unit circle. Setting ε = 0 and r i = 1 we find
which is the center of mass equation (3) in the new variables. Finally, setting ε = 0, r i = 1 and eliminating y 0 using the center of mass equation, g i reduces to
are the Euclidean distances between the points on the circle. Hall observed that this equation could be viewed as the equation for critical points of the function:
where the ranges of the summation indices do not include 0. Thus the vector of angles associated to a relative equilibrium of the (1 + n)-body problem is a critical point of V (θ). Figure 1 shows the relative equilibria of the (1 + 3)-body problem with equal small masses µ 1 = µ 2 = µ 3 found by Hall [20] . Counted up to rotation there are 14 solutions. For the convex shape (left), the small masses can be labeled in six rotationally distinct ways. The equilateral and isosceles shapes account for 2 and 6 solutions, respectively.
Conversely, given a critical point θ of V we would like to conclude that the corresponding configurationx withx 0 = 0 andx i = (cos θ i , sin θ i ) is a limit of a sequence of relative equilibria for positive masses. We will now show that this is the case, at least if a nondegeneracy condition holds. We call a critical point of V (θ) nondegenerate up to symmetry if the nullity of the Hessian D 2 V (θ) is exactly one, the smallest value compatible with the rotational symmetry of V (θ). Proposition 1. Suppose θ is a nondegenerate critical point of V (θ) up to symmetry and letx be the corresponding (n + 1)-body configuration. Then there exists a smooth curve of relative equilibria x ε , 0 < ε < ε 0 , of the (n + 1)-body problem with masses (1, εµ 1 , . . . , εµ n ) such that x ε →x as ε → 0. Proof. We will apply the implicit function to the system (4) near the ε = 0 solution with angles θ i , r i = 1 and y 0 given by the center of mass condition. We can eliminate the rotational symmetry of the problem by taking θ 1 = 0 and forgetting about the corresponding equation g 1 . To apply the implicit function theorem we need the Jacobian determinant of the system to be nonzero when ε = 0 and evaluated at our solution. The matrix is block diagonal, and the blocks corresponding the r i and y 0 variables are easily seen to be nonsingular. The hypothesis that θ is a nondegenerate critical point of V up to symmetry is exactly what is needed for the block corresponding to θ 2 , . . . , θ n to be nonsingular. Therefore we can apply the implicit function theorem to get a smooth continuation ofx to a solution for 0 < ε < ε 0 .
For given angles θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ), (5) can be viewed as an n × n system of linear equations (7) A(θ)µ = 0 for the mass vector µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ). Note that the matrix A(θ) is antisymmetric. It follows that if n is odd, there is always at least one nonzero mass vector µ satisfying the equation. We will see that for n = 3, this mass vector is unique up to normalization so that we get a well-defined normalized mass mapping µ(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ). Our results are obtained by studying this mapping. It is interesting that for even n the situation is different. A given vector of angles will not give a relative equilibrium for any choice of masses unless the determinant of A(θ) vanishes. If it does vanish, there will be at least a two-dimensional set of mass vectors. This phenomenon was already noted in [36] . A similar even-odd dichotomy appears in the collinear n-body problem [4] .
3. The mass mapping for the (1+3)-body problem. In this section we define several versions of a mass mapping which assigns to each triple of angles (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) a corresponding mass vector making the given configuration a critical point of the (1 + 3)-body potential. Assume without loss of generality that the three angles satisfy
Then for i < j we can take the square root in (6) to get
where all of the half-angles lie in the interval [0, π). By using the tangent substitutions,
in (5) become rational functions in the variables
The assumptions on the angles imply that the new variables satisfy
With the help of Mathematica we find that the antisymmetric matrix
where the common denominator
and where a, b, c are polynomials in t 1 , t 2 , t 3 . Note that d > 0 in the region of interest.
To simplify the formulas further we use rotation invariance to assume θ 1 = 0. Then t 1 = 0 and (t 2 , t 3 ) ∈ C, where C is the open, triangular cone
We get the following formulas for a, b, c:
Note that these are the tangents of the quarter-angles of 60
• , 300
• respectively. Later on, the numbers
will also play a role. Given (t 2 , t 3 ) ∈ C we want to solve A(0, t 2 , t 3 )µ = 0 to find masses. From now on this equation will be written simply as 2 , which shows that we must also have t 2 = 0.
Define an unnormalized mass mapping µ : C → R 3 \ (0, 0, 0) by
For each (t 2 , t 3 ), the vector µ(t 2 , t 3 ) gives a triple of masses, not all zero, such that (11) holds. From the lemma, we see that we could use the same formula to define a smooth map on the larger domain R 2 \ (0, 0). However, C contains representatives of all the (1 + 3)-body shapes satisfying our ordering assumption (8) .
Of course the mass vector is determined only up to a constant multiple, so we will also define some other versions of the mass mapping which eliminate the ambiguity. The kernel of A(t 2 , t 3 ) is really a line through the origin in R 3 or, equivalently, an element of the projective plane RP(2). One way to "normalize" the masses is just to view µ = (a, b, c) as a set of homogeneous coordinates for a point of RP (2), which we denote by [a, b, c] . With this notation we can define the projective mass mapping
Instead of using projective space, we could normalize the masses in some way. For example we could define a spherical mass mapping µ sph : C → S 2 by
where we still need to identify antipodal mass vectors µ, −µ. Or, as is common, we could define a simplicial mass mapping
so that the sum of the normalized masses is 1. But this is less convenient theoretically since it is valid only on the open subset of C where the denominator is nonzero.
4. The positive mass region and the symmetries. In this section we find the subset of C such that the kernel of A(t 2 , t 3 ) contains a vector with all components positive. The result is shown as the shaded region in Figure 2 consisting of three open "triangles" and an open "hexagon." Note that in all the figures related with the subset C the horizontal axis is t 2 and the vertical one is t 3 . These four connected components are bounded by lines and simple curves, as we will show below. We will denote this open subset by C + ⊂ C and call it the positive mass region. We also introduce the notation
for the open octant of the mass sphere consisting of positive mass vectors. Later we will see that the triangular components of C + represent convex 4-body configurations, while the hexagonal component corresponds to nonconvex configurations where the large mass is inside the triangle formed by the small ones.
The normalized mass vector is uniquely given by µ sph up to an overall sign, so it suffices to find the regions where the polynomials a, b, c of (10) are all positive or all negative. This is an open set bounded by the curves where one of polynomials is zero. From the factorizations in (10), it is easy to see that in C we have b = µ 2 = 0 only on the three horizontal lines t 3 = q, 1, r (the bold red lines in Figure 2 ). Similarly, c = µ 3 = 0 on the (blue) vertical lines t 2 = q, 1, r. The analysis of the case a = µ 1 = 0 is slightly more complicated. We will show below that the factor f does not vanish in C. Each of the other nontrivial factors determines a curve which can be viewed as a graph of a rational function t 3 = h(t 2 ). The four factors in parentheses give, respectively,
In the region C, the graphs are the bold green curves in the figure. The last one does not intersect C. From the formulas it is easy to check that the pattern of intersections The color coding of the boundary curves of the shaded regions on the left side of Figure 2 ) corresponds to that of the boundary arcs of the positive octant P on the right. For example, under the normalized mass map µ sph the green, red, and blue boundary curves of the shaded triangles map to the corresponding boundary arcs of P. The same holds for the hexagon if we use the map −µ sph . To avoid writing the minus sign, introduce the notation µ P : C + → P for the map which equals µ sph on the triangular parts of C + and −µ sph on the hexagonal part. To see that f (t 2 , t 3 ) is never zero in C we use the change of variables
which maps the entire (u, v)-plane onto the cone C. Substitution into f gives a polynomial with 31 terms:
All of these terms involve only even powers of u, v and all of the coefficients are positive integers. It follows thatf (u, v) > 0 in R 2 and so f (t 2 , t 3 ) > 0 in C. Even with our assumptions that 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 there is still a sixfold symmetry in the problem. Suppose that a vector θ = (0, θ 2 , θ 3 ) satisfying our assumptions is a relative equilibrium for mass parameters µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ). If we reflect through the xaxis we obtain a configuration (0, 2π − θ 2 , 2π − θ 3 ) which does not satisfy the ordering assumptions. However, the permuted vector θ ′ = (0, 2π − θ 3 , 2π − θ 2 ) is in the correct order and is a relative equilibrium for the permuted mass vector µ ′ = (µ 1 , µ 3 , µ 2 ). The angle symmetry transformation θ → θ ′ corresponds to the transformation
of the quarter-angle tangents. Another symmetry transformation is obtained by reflecting and permuting masses µ 1 , µ 3 . Then it is necessary to rotate the configuration to put the first body at θ
, and the corresponding map of the tangents is
By composing these two symmetries, we generate the following group of six rational transformations of C and corresponding mass permutations:
The transformations in the first column have order two; i.e., they are nonlinear "reflections" through certain fixed curves in C. These curves are indicated by the thinner lines one of the left side of Figure 2 , and they give a good idea of how the symmetry group acts. For example, the first symmetry operation in the table fixes the (green) hyperbola t 2 t 3 − 1 = 0. It maps the large, upper right triangle onto the small, lower left one while preserving the other triangle and the hexagon. Under the mass mapping, the green fixed curve maps to the equal mass curve µ 2 = µ 3 , shown in green on the right part of the figure.
The equal mass curves in the positive octant are very helpful in trying to understand the mass mapping. The three equal mass curves divide the positive octant into six triangles, as shown in Figure 2 . The triangles correspond to mass triples satisfying inequalities of the form 0 < µ i < µ j < µ k . We would like to know which parts C + map into each of these triangles. For this we need to understand the preimages in C + of the equal mass curves.
For example, consider the preimage of the equal mass curve µ 1 = µ 3 (the thin red curve in P). Factorization of a(t 2 , t 3 ) − c(t 2 , t 3 ) from (10) shows that the preimage of this equal mass curve consists of two curves given by
where φ 2 has 56 terms. The first equation describes the red symmetry curve in C, but the second one is a new curve which does not appear in Figure 2 . Similarly, each of the other equal mass curves has two preimage curves. Figure 3 shows a numerical Fig. 3 . Curves in C + where two of the corresponding masses are equal:
. These curves are the preimages of the equal mass curves in P. The solid curves indicate the fixed point curves of the reflection symmetries, and the dashed curves give the other component curves of the preimages.
plot of how these six curves meet one of the positive-mass triangles and the hexagon. The preimage curves divide C
+ into several open regions, each of which must map entirely into the interior of one of the six open triangles in P.
The behavior of the mass mapping in the triangular shaded regions seems to be very simple. Comparing the left part of Figure 3 with the right part of Figure 2 suggests that the triangles of C + could map diffeomorphically to the octant P. In fact this is the case, as will be proved rigorously in section 6. The mapping from the hexagon to P seems much more complicated. Indeed, it features singularities which will be investigated in the next section.
The relative equilibria for a fixed mass vector µ 0 are represented by its preimages under the mass map. For example the mass vector µ 0 = (1, 2, 10) has 5 preimages, 1 in each of the three triangles and 2 in the hexagon. The corresponding relative equilibria are shown in Figure 4 . The convex shapes in the top row come from critical points in the three triangular regions of C + , and the two nonconvex shapes in the bottom row are from the hexagon. Counting up to rotations, this mass vector admits 10 relative equilibria, since each of the five shown in the figure could be reflected to get a rotationally distinct solution. Before moving on, we remark that the relative equilibria of three equal masses are easy to spot in Figure 3 as intersection points of three curves. Apparently, the equal mass point has exactly seven preimages, one in each of the three triangles and four in the hexagon. This follows from previous work on symmetrical cases of the problem [20, 12] . One thing that is easy to check, however, is that the intersection point of the three symmetry fixed point curves is the point (t 2 , t 3 ) = (1/ √ 3, √ 3). These are the quarter-angle tangents of (θ 2 , θ 3 ) = (2π/3, 4π/3), which represents the equilateral triangle configuration of the small masses.
5. Singularities of the mass mapping. We have constructed a mass mapping µ : C → R 3 \ (0, 0, 0) and corresponding normalized mass mappings. This approach is sometimes called the inverse problem for relative equilibria; i.e., given the configuration, find the masses. A more interesting problem is to fix the masses and try to find the corresponding relative equilibrium configurations. This amounts to finding the preimage of a given mass vectorμ = (μ 1 ,μ 2 ,μ 3 ) under the mass mapping. We begin by studying the singularities of the normalized mass mappings, i.e., the points (t 2 , t 3 ) where the map is not a local diffeomorphism.
The derivative of the unnormalized mass mapping
is a linear map Dµ(t 2 , t 3 ) : R 2 → R 3 represented by the 3×2 Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives . The derivative of the corresponding spherical mass map µ sph = µ/|µ| is a linear map Dµ sph (t 2 , t 3 ) :
. It is obtained from Dµ(t 2 , t 3 ) by orthogonally projecting onto the tangent plane to the sphere. Hence the singular points of µ sph are the points where the normal vector (a, b, c) to the sphere lies in the range of Dµ. If append the column vector (a, b, c) to Dµ, the determinant of the resulting 3 × 3 matrix vanishes on the singular set. The result is a complicated polynomial F (t 2 , t 3 ) given in the appendix. The zero set of F is a curve in the (t 2 , t 3 ) plane, and we are interested in the part of the curve which lies in C and especially the part which lies in the positive mass region C + . We will call this the singular curve
A contour plot gives the black curve in Figure 5 . Apparently the singular curve consists of a convex, simple closed curve lying entirely inside the hexagonal part of C + . The image B = µ P (S) = −µ sph (S) of the singular curve in the positive mass octant is shown in Figure 6 . This will be called the bifurcation curve. Apparently it is a simple closed curve with three cusps. We will justify the pictures in the sections to follow.
We conclude this section by relating the singularities of the mass mapping to the degeneracy of the corresponding critical points. If t = (t 2 , t 3 ) ∈ C, then the corresponding vector of angles θ = (0, θ 2 , θ 3 ) is a critical point of Hall's potential function V (θ) for masses µ = µ(t 2 , t 3 ). Proposition 1 shows that this critical point can be continued to a family of relative equilibria of the 4-body problem if it is nondegenerate up to symmetry.
Proposition 2. A vector θ = (0, θ 2 , θ 3 ) is a nondegenerate critical point of V (θ) up to symmetry if and only if the corresponding vector of quarter-angle tangents t = (t 2 , t 3 ) ∈ C is a nonsingular point of the mass mapping.
Proof. We need to relate the nonsingularity of the mass mapping at t to the properties of the Hessian D 2 V (θ). We have been working with the 3 × 3 linear system A(θ)µ = 0. This is equivalent to the critical point equation for V (θ) since
If we recall the form (9) of A and the connection between antisymmetric 3×3 matrices and the cross project, we have
where µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ) T is a constant mass vector. Fixing θ 1 = 0 and viewing V (θ) and A(θ) as a functions of (θ 2 , θ 3 ) is one way of eliminating the rotational symmetry.
(Note that ∇V is still a three-dimensional vector but is now being viewed as a function of (θ 2 , θ 3 ).) Replacing (θ 2 , θ 3 ) with the corresponding quarter-angle tangents (t 2 , t 3 ) is just a change of coordinates. If we do this, then the vector (a, b, c) is just the unnormalized mass map, so the last equation takes the form
Clearly (t 2 , t 3 ) is a critical point if the mass vector is µ = µ(t 2 , t 3 ). Degeneracy of the critical point is equivalent to the existence of a vector v ∈ R 2 \ {0} such that
Differentiating the right side of (14) and then setting µ = µ(t 2 , t 3 ) give
This is the same as saying that µ(t 2 , t 3 ) is in the column space of Dµ(t 2 , t 3 ), which gives exactly the equation F (t 2 , t 3 ) = 0 defining the singular set of the normalized mass map.
6. Convex relative equilibria. By a convex relative equilibrium of the (1 + 3)-body problem we mean a relative equilibrium such that the three bodies on the circle together with the large mass at the origin form a convex quadrilateral. For the planar 4-body problem with given positive masses, it is known that there are at least six convex relative equilibria up to rotations, translations, and rescaling, one for each of the rotationally distinct cyclic orderings of the bodies around the quadrilateral [27, 42] . It is conjectured that there is exactly one such relative equilibrium for each cyclic ordering, and this in known to be true for the case of four equal masses [2] .
In this section we will prove such an existence and uniqueness theorem for the (1 + 3)-body problem. As a corollary we will settle the 4-body uniqueness question for masses of the form (1, εµ 1 , εµ 2 , εµ 3 ) with ε > 0 sufficiently small. In addition, we will prove that these convex relative equilibria are linearly stable.
To find the part of the cone C representing convex configurations, first note that the ordering assumption 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 means that the counterclockwise order of the four bodies is either 0123, 0312, or 0231, where 0 represents the large mass. Taking into account the symmetries and the corresponding mass permutations from (12) , it suffices to consider the case 0123. This amounts to requiring 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 ≤ π or equivalently 0 < t 2 < t 3 < 1. The intersection of the positive mass region C + with this set consists of just one of the three triangular regions, the lower, bounded one shown in Figure 3 :
Proposition 3. The normalized mass map µ S restricts to a diffeomorphism µ S : T → P.
Proof. Since the components (a, b, c) have sign pattern (+, +, +) in T , µ sph maps T into P. Next we show that the restriction of µ sph is a local diffeomorphism by proving that the singular curve does not intersect the triangle T . In fact we will show replace give by gives as in the original version that it does not intersect the convexity region U = {0 < t 2 < t 3 < 1} corresponding to the cyclic ordering 0123. For this we use the change of variables
which maps the entire (u, v)-plane onto U. Substituting into the polynomial F (t 2 , t 3 ) defining the singular set gives a complicated polynomial
where the factor in parentheses has 665 terms involving only even powers of the variables. Remarkably, every term has a positive integer coefficient. It follows that F (t 2 , t 3 ) > 0 on the convexity region U.
To show that the restriction of µ sph is a diffeomorphism we will show that it is a proper map; i.e., the preimage of any compact subset of P is a compact subset of T . Then a general result from topology shows that it is a covering map [18] . Since P is simply connected, it follows that any covering map is one-sheeted, i.e., is a homeomorphism, and hence a diffeomorphism.
To show that µ sph : T → P is proper, note that it extends continuously to the boundaries. Indeed, µ sph is defined and smooth on all of C. Moreover, since the boundary of the triangle T consists of curves where a mass vanishes, the extended µ sph maps the boundary ∂T to the boundary ∂P. Now let K ⊂ P be any compact set. Since K ⊂ P, we have K ∩ ∂P = ∅. Let t n is any sequence in the preimage µ −1 sph (K). We need to show it has a convergent subsequence t n k →t ∈ T . Since the closure of T is compact, it certainly has a convergent subsequence witht ∈ T ∪ ∂T . But ift ∈ ∂T , then its image µ sph (t) would be a point of K ∩ ∂P, a contradiction. It follows thatt ∈ T as required.
It follows from this result that for every choice of mass parameters µ i > 0 there exists exactly one convex critical point in each of the three triangular regions of C + . To see that these are really relative equilibria of the (1+3)-body problem according to our definition, we need to check that these can be continued to relative equilibria of the 4-body problem for small ε > 0. But the proof shows that the convex critical points are nonsingular points for the mass map. By Proposition 2, they are nondegenerate up to symmetry, and then Proposition 1 shows that they can be continued. These convex critical points have cyclic orders 0123, 0312, and 0231. The other three cyclic orders are not represented by points of C + but can be obtained by reflecting. Hence, the following theorem applies. Theorem 1. For every choice of mass parameters µ i > 0 there exists exactly one convex relative equilibrium of the (1 + 3)-body problem for each cyclic ordering of the four masses.
There is an interesting alternative way to prove the existence of at least one convex critical point of V which has some parallels with the existence proof for the general 4-body problem [42] . Even though we have already proved existence and uniqueness, we will now characterize them variation ally as minimizers of V on the set of convex configurations. Setting θ 1 = 0 we can express V as a function V (t 2 , t 3 ) of the quarter-angle tangents.
Proposition 4. For any choice of mass parameters µ i > 0, V (t 2 , t 3 ) attains a minimum on the open triangle 0 < t 2 < t 3 < 1 √ 3
(which contains T ). Proof. T is the region on the left in Figure 3 . The top point of T is (2 − √ 3, 1/ √ 3), so T is contained in the triangle in the statement of the proposition. We
The proof reader added the words "the following theorem applies" I don't think we are applying this theorem, we are concluding that the theorem holds. I liked it better as just Hence: but if you must add some words, how about "Hence, the following theorem holds." have V (t 2 , t 3 ) → ∞ as (t 2 , t 3 ) approaches the left edge t 2 = 0 and the bottom edge t 2 = t 3 of this triangle, since these represent collisions.
For any δ > 0, V is continuous and achieves a minimum on the compact set K = {δ ≤ t 2 ≤ t 3 − δ ≤ 1/ √ 3 − δ}. For δ sufficiently small this will also be the minimum of V on the open triangle. It suffices to show that the minimum of V on K does not occur on the horizontal line segment t 3 = 1/ √ 3, δ ≤ t 2 ≤ 1/ √ 3 − δ. With the help of Mathematica, it is straightforward to calculate V (t 2 , t 3 ) and its gradient. It suffices to show that the partial derivatives never satisfy V t2 = 0, V t3 ≤ 0 anywhere on the line segment. The formulas are complicated but reduce to one variable when we set t 3 = 1/ √ 3. Factorization of these partial derivatives in the extension field of the rational numbers by √ 3 shows that on the line segment, V t2 = 0 only at the point (2 − √ 3, 1/ √ 3). More precisely V t2 has a factor (t 2 − (2 − √ 3)), several simple factor which are clearly positive, and a more complicated factor of the form µ 1 p 1 (t 2 ) + µ 3 p 3 (t 2 ). The polynomials p 1 , p 3 factorize nicely in the extension field, revealing that they are both positive for
where V t2 = 0 we have V t3 > 0. It follows that the minimum of V on K does not occur on the line segment
It must be at a critical point in the interior.
If we combine this with the other results in this section we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The convex critical points of the (1 + 3)-body problem are nondegenerate minima of V (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) up to symmetry. Consequently, given µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ), µ i > 0, each of its convex critical points continues to a smooth family of linearly stable relative equilibria x ε , 0 < ε < ε 0 , of the 4-body problem with masses (1, εµ 1 , εµ 2 , εµ 3 ).
Proof. We already know that the convex relative equilibria of the (1 + 3)-body problem represent nondegenerate critical points of V up to symmetry. Also there is just one convex critical point for each cyclic ordering. By the previous proposition, this must be a minimum, hence a nondegenerate minimum up to symmetry. By [29] this is a necessary and sufficient condition for the continued relative equilibria to be linearly stable.
Finally, we show that the convex relative equilibria of the 4-body problem constructed here for masses (1, εµ 1 , εµ 2 , εµ 3 ), 0 < ε < ε 0 , are the only convex relative equilibria for those masses if ε 0 is sufficiently small. Theorem 2. Given µ i > 0, there is ε 0 > 0 such that for 0 < ε < ε 0 , the four masses (1, εµ 1 , εµ 2 , εµ 3 ) admit a unique convex relative equilibrium for each cyclic ordering.
Proof. Given µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ), we have one convex critical point for each cyclic ordering, and each of these determines a curve of relative equilibria for the masses (1, εµ 1 , εµ 2 , εµ 3 ), 0 < ε < ε 0 . We want to show that every convex relative equilibrium is on one of these curves if ε 0 is sufficiently small. If not, then there is a sequence of convex relative equilibria x ε , ε = ε k → 0, which are not on any of the curves. With our normalization (angular speed 1) there must be a convergent subsequence so we may assume there is a limit configurationx which will also be convex. If there is no coalescing of the small bodies, i.e., ifx i ̸ =x j for i ̸ = j, thenx is represented by one of our convex critical points. It follows from the implicit function theorem that the curve of continued relative equilibria contains all of the nearby solutions to the relative equilibrium equations (4), and therefore the sequence x ε is contained in the curve for ε sufficiently small, contradicting the hypothesis. The only other possibility is that some of the small bodies coalesce. We will show that this can't happen. Suppose for definiteness that we have a sequence of convex relative equilibria with cyclic order 0123.
First of all it is easy to see that it is not possible that all of the small bodies coalesce into a single clusterx 1 =x 2 =x 3 . If this happened, then the 4-body relative equilibrium x ε would violate the perpendicular bisector theorem [30] . Recall that this states that if we divide the plane into four open quadrants using a line connecting two of the bodies and the perpendicular bisector of the bodies, then the other two bodies cannot occupy just one of the open quadrants or just two diagonally opposite quadrants. For example, if the cyclic ordering is 0123 and all three small bodies coalesce, then for ε sufficiently small, x To see that the bodies can't form exactly two distinct clusters, we will use the fact that the relative equilibria satisfy Dziobek's equations [15] . Suppose, for example, thatx 1 ̸ =x 2 =x 3 . One of Dziobek's equations gives
where ∆ i is the oriented area of the triangle with body i deleted. By hypothesis, r 23 → 0 and ∆ 1 → 0 as ε → 0, while r 13 and ∆ 2 have nonzero limits. Using the convexity assumption, we will show that the area ∆ 1 is bounded below by a nonzero multiple of r 23 , and so the right side tends to ∞ as ε → 0. Since the left side is bounded, this is a contradiction. Hence no coalescing occurs and the sequence x ε is impossible.
To verify the order of vanishing of the area ∆ 1 we will use the perpendicular bisector theorem again. We havex 0 = (0, 0), we may assume thatx 1 = (1, 0), and using scaling and rotation we may even assume that 2 ) (the points on the unit circle on the bisector of (0, 0) and (1, 0) ). In other words the configuration coalesces into an equilateral 3-body shape. Assume that the limit is ( 2 ) is bounded away from zero. (In fact, its limit inferior is at least 30
• .) Thus ∆ 1 is bounded below by a nonzero multiple of r 23 as claimed.
7. The singular curve and the bifurcation curve. In the last section we saw that the singular curve of the mass mapping does not intersect the triangle T ⊂ C + and noted that it follows by symmetry that it is also disjoint from the other two triangular components of C + .
In this section we will analyze the part of the singular curve which lies in the hexagonal component. In addition we will try to understand the bifurcation curve, B = µ P (S) = −µ sph (S). (Recall that we have defined µ P to be µ sph on the triangular parts of C + and −µ sph on the hexagonal part.) As we will see, it divides the positive mass region P into two component. For masses in the same component, the number of relative equilibria of the (1 + 3)-body problem is constant. 
The singular curve F (t 2 , t 3 ) on C 1 becomes
where h(t 3 ) is a polynomial of degree 12. By applying the Sturm algorithm we see that h(t 3 ) has no zeros on the interval t 3 ∈ [1, √ 3]. Therefore the singular curve does not intersect C 1 .
The singular curve F (t 2 , t 3 ) on C 2 is 18 .
By applying the Sturm algorithm again we see that the polynomial of degree 10 of this expression has no real solutions on the interval
. Therefore the singular curve does not intersect C 2 .
By doing the same for C i with i = 3, . . . , 6 we prove that the singular curve does not intersect the boundary of the hexagonal component. The constant sign of F on the boundary of the hexagon turns out to be positive. On the other hand, the value of F at the point (t 2 , t 3 ) = (1/ √ 3, √ 3) representing the equilateral triangle shape is negative. So the singular curve must separate the equilateral point from the boundary of the hexagon. In fact, we will show that is consists of a single convex oval.
First we show the part of the singular curve in the cone C is contained in the rectangle R =
2 which contains the hexagonal part of C + . We already know that S does not intersect the triangle U = {0 < t 2 < t 3 < 1} representing the convex configurations, and hence it also does not intersect the images of U under the sixfold symmetry group. We will now show that S does not intersect the infinite rectangle (0, (1, ∞) . One can check that this, together with U and their images under the symmetry group cover the complementary region C \R, proving that S ⊂ R. The method is similar to the one used above. The change of variables
, and all of the nonzero coefficients of the polynomial F (u, v) representing the singular curve turn out to be positive. Now that we have confined S to R we will show that it consists of a single, smooth convex oval. The proof uses the idea of the Hessian curve associated to a plane algebraic curve [17] . For a curve in the projective plane defined by a homogeneous polynomial in three variables, the Hessian curve is the zero-set of the usual 3 × 3 Hessian determinant of second partial derivatives. For an affine curve, such as our singular curve S = {F (t 2 , t 3 ) = 0}, the Hessian curve is given by the determinant
, where d = 35 is the total degree of F and where the subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the variables (t 2 , t 3 ). Note that if (t 2 , t 3 ) is a singular point of the curve, then the first row of the determinant is zero so the H(t 2 , t 3 ) = 0. The Hessian also vanishes at points where the curvature of the curve is zero. This follows since, up to a nonzero factor, the curvature is given by
Hence, at a point where F = κ = 0, the nonzero vector (0, F 2 , F 3 ) is in the kernel of the matrix defining H. Using the same transformation technique, one can show that the polynomial H(t 2 , t 3 ) does not vanish in the rectangle R. The change of variables
maps the (u, v)-plane onto R, and the resulting H(u, v) has all coefficients of the same sign.
It follows that every component of S is a smooth, convex closed curve. To see that there is only one it suffices to show that there are exactly two points on S where the tangent line is vertical. In fact we will also show that these two points are exactly the point of intersection of S with the symmetry curve
Now the vertical tangents occur at the common zeros of F and its partial derivative F 3 . There is a factorization
where the first factor gives the symmetry curve and P is some other polynomial. It follows that the intersection points of S with the symmetry curve are points with vertical tangents. To show that there are exactly two such points we use the equation of the symmetry curve to eliminate t 2 from F and then use Sturm's algorithm to count the real roots of the resulting one-variable polynomial.
To show that there are no other vertical tangents, it suffices to rule out points with F = P = 0. This can be done as before, namely, after the change of variables (4) we get a polynomial P (u, v), all of whose nonzero coefficients have the same sign.
7.2. The bifurcation curve. By definition, the bifurcation curve B is the image of the convex closed curve S under the normalized mass map. As the mass map is continuous, B is a continuous closed curve. In this section we will show that it is a simple, closed curve which is smooth except at three points.
Let H denote the open, hexagonal component of the positive mass region C + . Since S ⊂ H we can consider the restriction µ P : H → P which maps H into the positive mass octant of the sphere. Since the map extends continuously to the boundary curves and maps these to the curves where a mass vanishes, µ P : H → P is a smooth, proper map.
Recall that H represents the nonconvex part of the configuration space, that is, configurations where the large mass is inside the triangle formed by the three small ones. Hence for a given normalized positive mass vector µ 0 ∈ P, the preimage µ The complement V = H \ µ
is an open set, and the mapping µ P : V → P \B is a proper local diffeomorphism. It follows that over each component of P \ B it is a finite covering map, and in particular, the number of preimages is constant. This shows that the number of nonconvex relative equilibria is constant in each component of P \ B. Since the number of convex relative equilibria is constant over the whole octant P, the proof is complete.
The main result of this section is that the bifurcation curve B divides the positive mass octant into just two components. The inner component consists of a cuspoidal triangle containing the equal mass vector. The complement will be called the outer component of the octant. In addition, we will determine the number of relative equilibria corresponding to each component.
Proposition 6. The bifurcation curve B is a simple closed curve in P with three singular points. The equal mass point is contained in the inner component, and the curve is symmetric under permutations of the masses.
Proof. B is the image of S under the normalized mass mapping µ P . The idea is to show that as p = (t 2 , t 3 ) moves counterclockwise around the convex curve S, the image point µ P (t 2 , t 3 ) moves monotonically clockwise around the equal mass point. Let α(µ) denote an angular variable in the positive octant P which increases as we move counterclockwise around the equal mass point (1, 1, 1) / √ 3. Let p move on S with (counterclockwise) velocity vector ν = (−F 3 , F 2 ), where the subscripts denote partial derivatives. We will show that the angle α(µ P (p)) is strictly decreasing and has nonzero derivative except at three points. Working with the unnormalized mass map, the image point µ(p) = (a, b, c) has velocity vector (a
The derivative of the angle α(µ(p)) is zero exactly when this velocity vector lies in the plane spanned by (1, 1, 1) and µ(p) = (a(p), b(p), c(p)). In other words, nonmonotonicity occurs where the determinant
The polynomial G can be explicitly computed using the formulas for a, b, c, F 2 , F 3 . After discarding some factors which are positive in C, we end up with a complicated polynomial of total degree 68 with integer coefficients. Figure 8 shows a numerical plot of the curve G = 0 and the singular curve F = 0. Apparently they intersect at just three points, and the sign of G is constant on the rest of the singular curve. The three intersection points seem to be points on the symmetry curves. We will verify below that the intersection is as in the figure. The sign of G on the rest of the singular curve turns out to be negative which corresponds to a clockwise winding of the bifurcation curve around the equal mass point.
Using symmetry, it suffices to study the intersection points F = G = 0 on onesixth of the singular curve. It is convenient to look at the lower left arc between the vertical tangent where the blue symmetry curve crosses S and the bottom horizontal tangent point, p 0 , where the red symmetry curve crosses. We will show that p 0 is the only point on the lower left arc where G = 0.
We know that p 0 lies on the red symmetry curve. This curve maps to the equal mass curve a = c. As noted in section 4, the preimage of this equal mass curve consists of two curves given by φ 1 = 0 and φ 2 = 0 with φ i from (13) . It turns out that these curves meet at p 0 . Thus p 0 is a common root of many different polynomials: φ 1 , φ 2 , F , G, and the partial derivative F 2 , whose vanishing defining points with horizontal tangents. Since φ 1 , φ 2 are the simplest, we start by defining p 0 as the common root of these and then verify that it lies on all the other curves.
Start by replacing φ 1 , φ 2 by two other polynomials which also vanish at p 0 . Taking a Gröbner basis of the ideal ⟨φ 1 , φ 2 ⟩ with respect to lexicographic order leads to polynomial in t 3 alone of the form Evidently ψ 1 (t 3 ) is the factor which vanishes at p 0 . A Gröbner basis for the ideal Fig. 8 . The gray curve G = 0 meets the singular curve F = 0 in three points, one of which is the bottom horizontal tangency point p 0 . These map to the cusp points of the bifurcation curve B. Thus p 0 is a common root of these two even simpler polynomials.
It is not hard to see that a polynomial with rational coefficients vanishes at p 0 if and only if it is in the ideal ⟨ψ 1 , ψ 2 ⟩ in the polynomial ring Q[t 2 , t 3 ]. But without using this remark, we can explicitly write the polynomials F, G, F 2 in the form of polynomial combinations
where u i (t 2 , t 3 ), v i (t 2 , t 3 ) are rational polynomials (and similarly for F 2 ). We did this using Mathematica's PolynomialReduce command. (This command expands a general polynomial as a polynomial combination of the ψ i with a remainder which vanishes for polynomials in the ideal.) If p is a solution of F = G = 0 with p ̸ = p 0 , then (ψ 1 (p), ψ 2 (p)) ̸ = (0, 0) and it follows by linear algebra that the determinant
Polynomial reduction of this new polynomial shows that H = w 1 ψ 1 + w 2 ψ 2 and therefore it still vanishes at p 0 . So we form another determinant
We will see that this is nonzero along the entire lower left arc of S, including the point p 0 . It follows, as required, that there are no points of the arc other than p 0 where the angle α(p) has zero velocity.
Proving that K > 0 along the arc is done by the now-familiar method of blowing up a rectangle containing the arc to the entire plane and obtaining a polynomial with all positive coefficients. The rectangle [ ] was used. It is not hard to rigorously check that it contains the relevant arc of the convex curve S. To do this, it suffices to verify that the endpoints of the arc lie in the rectangle. The endpoint p 0 satisfies ψ 1 = ψ 2 = 0. Using Sturm's algorithm, we find that the one variable polynomial ψ 1 (t 3 ) has only one positive real root and that it lies in interval [ Having shown that the bifurcation curve is a simple closed curve, it remains to count the relative equilibria corresponding to mass vectors in each component. We certainly want to identify configurations which differ only by a rotation of the circle. We get half as many solutions if we also identify those which differ by a reflection. In doing the counts of preimages under µ P we have to recall that we have imposed the ordering t 1 < t 2 < t 3 , which means identifying under reflections. For example, for every mass vector µ ∈ P we found exactly three convex preimages in C but there are six convex relative equilibria if we identify only by rotations.
From previous work we know the number of relative equilibria of the (1 + 3)-body problem for equal small masses [20, 12] . Up to rotation, there are 8 nonconvex ones in addition to the 6 convex ones for a total of 14. The nonconvex ones consist of the equilateral triangle counted twice and an isosceles shape counted six times. Because of our ordering convention, the corresponding result is that the point µ = (1, 1, 1)/ √ 3 has exactly 7 preimages under µ P : C + → P.
Theorem 3. Let µ be a normalized, positive mass vector which is not on the bifurcation curve. If µ is in the inner component of P \ B, then it has 7 preimages under µ P : C + → P. If µ is in the outer component, it has 5 preimages. Up to rotation, this means there are either 14 or 10 relative equilibria of the (1 + 3)-body problem, respectively (under the assumption of distinct limiting positions for the small masses).
Proof. It suffices to count the preimages in the hexagon for one point in each component. The desired numbers of preimages are 4 and 2, respectively. The equal mass point serves as a representative of the inner component of P \ B, and the results of [20, 12] imply that there are indeed 4 nonconvex preimages (see Figure 9) .
Next consider the mass point µ 0 = (2/3, 1/3, 2/3). The equal mass equation µ 1 − µ 3 = 0 leads to the factors φ 1 , φ 2 from (13), while the equation µ 1 − 2µ 2 = 0 gives a new polynomial φ 3 . It turns out that there are no relevant solutions to the system φ 2 = φ 3 = 0. This is shown by computing their resultant to obtain a polynomial in t 2 alone and then using Sturm's algorithm to see that this polynomial has no real roots in the interval [ + is contained in a rectangle with these bounds on t 2 .) The resultant of the system φ 1 = φ 3 = 0 has exactly two roots in this interval. Since φ 1 = 0 is the graph t 3 = 2t 2 /(1 − t 2 2 ) it is easy to rigorously localize the solutions (t 2 , t 3 ) of the system in the hexagon. Numerical solutions are plotted in Figure 9 . This shows that µ 0 has exactly 2 preimages in the hexagon. Since the number is not 4, µ 0 must lie in the outer component of P \ B and serves as a representative for that region.
For mass values on the bifurcation curve the number of preimages in the hexagon seems to be 3 at the non-cusp points and 2 at the cusp points. For these points, at least one preimage is singular, and it is not clear whether or not these continue to relative equilibria of the 4-body problem with ε > 0. We will not try to prove this rigorously but we will present some numerical evidence. Figure 9 shows the preimage of the bifurcation curve under the normalized mass map µ In Figure 9 we have followed the notation of Figures 3 and 2 . That is, the solid thin red, thin blue, and thin green curves give the fixed point curves of the reflection symmetries which correspond to one of the components of the preimages of the equal mass curves µ 1 = µ 3 , µ 1 = µ 2 , and µ 2 = µ 3 , respectively. The other component of the preimages of the equal mass curves is represented by the dashed red, dashed blue, and dashed green curves, respectively. The black points represent the four preimages on the hexagon of the equal mass point (1/ √ 3, 1/ √ 3, 1/ √ 3): the equilateral point (t 2 , t 3 ) = (1/ √ 3, √ 3) and the other three intersection points of the preimages of the three equal mass curves (see also section 4). The red points correspond to the two preimages of the point (2/3, 1/3, 2/3).
Making the picture bigger could use up some of your empty space below.
Now we analyze the preimage of the bifurcation curve. The arc of the bifurcation curve denoted by r in Figure 9 has exactly three preimages, the arc of the singular curve r 1 and two additional arcs denoted by r 2 and r 3 . We note that the preimage curves r 1 and r 2 intersect on the reflection symmetry curve corresponding to µ 1 = µ 3 , and that the preimage curves r 1 and r 3 intersect on the reflection symmetry curve corresponding µ 2 = µ 3 . These two points correspond to the cusps between the arcs r and b and the arcs r and g of the bifurcation curve respectively. In short, each point of the arc r has exactly three preimages on the hexagon except the points of the cusps that have only two preimages. The same occurs with the preimages of the arcs b and g. We note that the preimages of the bifurcation curve give a triangle like shape curve surrounding the oval corresponding to the singular curve. Moreover this triangle meets the oval at the points of intersection with the reflection symmetry curves.
For a better understanding of the behavior of the mass map we analyze the preimage of a curve c in the positive mass octant, different from the equal mass curves, that starts at the equal mass point, crosses the arc of the bifurcation curve b, and ends at the curve µ 3 = 0. We distinguish between points of c inside the bifurcation curve (in black) and points of c outside the bifurcation curve (in orange). The preimage of c consist of four curves that start at the four preimages of the equal mass point. This curves are denoted by c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 . When we follow the curve c from the equal mass point to the endpoint on the curve µ 3 = 0, we obtain the following. The preimage curve c 1 starts at the top preimage of the equal mass point, continues inside the triangle approaching the preimage of the bifurcation curve b 3 as we approach b, and continues outside the triangle up to the endpoint on the line t 2 = 1 when we follow c up to endpoint with µ 3 = 0. The same occurs with the preimage curve c 2 . It starts at the left corner preimage of the equal mass point, continues inside the triangle approaching b 2 as we approach b inside the bifurcation curve, and continues outside the triangle to the endpoint on the line t 2 = q as we move on c up to the endpoint with µ 3 = 0. (We recall that µ 3 = 0 on the vertical lines t 2 = q and t 2 = 1; see section 4.) The preimage curve c 3 starts at the equilateral point, it continues inside the oval (the singular curve) approaching b 1 as we approach b inside the bifurcation curve, but it is not defined for the points of c outside the bifurcation curve. The same occurs with the preimage curve c 4 . It starts at the right corner preimage of the equal mass point, it continues inside the triangle approaching the intersection point between c 3 and b 1 outside the oval as we approach b inside the bifurcation curve, and it is not defined for the points of c outside the bifurcation curve.
In short, the points inside the bifurcation curve have four preimages inside the triangle; two of these preimages coincide when we take points of the bifurcation curve and are not defined for points outside the bifurcation curve.
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